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General information

General information
The publication of this document supersedes all previous corresponding 
documentation. We reserve the right to make changes in the interest of 
technical progress. Particular care was taken in producing the text and 
graphics in this documentation. In spite of this, we cannot accept liability 
for any existing errors or the consequences thereof.

Legal information
 � Operating instructions, manuals and software are protected by copyright. 

 � All rights to the software are specified in the license agreement included.

 � WAREMA and the WAREMA logo are trademarks of WAREMA Renkhoff 
SE.

 � All other brand or product names included in this document are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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International
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WAREMA LONSE III®

1 Characteristics
The WAREMA LONSE III (LON sensor unit) is a LonWorks® system compo-
nents, produced in accordance with LonMark® guidelines. The following me-
teorological sensors can be connected to the device:

 � 4  "photo" sensors (voltage loop/current loop, wind/photo/radio clock, switch-
able)

 � 4 "photo" sensors (voltage loop/0 - 20 mA, switchable)

 � 1 "solar radiation" sensor

 � 3 "wind speed" sensors

 � 1 "wind direction" sensor

 � 1 "temperature" sensor

 � 1 "precipitation" sensor

 � 1 "relative humidity" sensor

 � 1 switch

 � 1 DCF77 radio clock module

A power supply for active sensors (15 V DC) is integrated in the device.

 NTICCE Do not supply heating units in sensors with power via LONSE III. Use a sepa-
rate voltage source.

The sensor unit is integrated in a LonWorks® network and makes the meas-
ured values of the connected sensors available on the LonWorks® network 
in the form of network variables. The sensor unit calculates the sun position 
as a function of the time of day and date and the geographical position of 
the sun shading system. The application can be loaded via the LonWorks® 
network.

Lon, LonWorks, LonTaLk, LonMark, LonMaker, Echelon, LNS, LCA, Neuron, 
3150, 3120, are trademarks or registered trademarks of the Echelon Corpo-
ration. Other brand names and product names are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of other companies.
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2 Safety instructions
We have developed and tested the WAREMA LONSE III in compliance with 
the basic safety requirements.
 onetheless, some risks remain. 

  For this reason, please read these instructions before commissioning and 
operating the control.

  It is very important to adhere to the safety information listed here and the 
warning information in these instructions. Ntherwise, any warranty claims 
against the manufacturer become void.

  Keep these instructions for future use.

2.1 Meanings of symbols 
and pictographs 

The safety information in these instructions is marked with warning symbols. 
It is categorised into different warning types depending on the level of poten-
tial danger:

 ANNER  
warns of an imminently dangerous situation.  
Possible consequences may include serious or fatal injury (personal 
injury), and property or environmental damage.

WARNINN  
warns of a potentially dangerous situation.  
Possible consequences may include light, serious or fatal injury (personal 
injury), property or environmental damage.

CAAUION  
Reminder to be careful.  
 Possible consequences of the failure to do so may include property 
damage.
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The following pictographs or symbols may have been affixed to the control 
panel itself or to the connected devices, alerting you to specific potential 
sources of danger:

WARNINN  
Warning against dangerous electrical voltage!

CAAUION  
Component damage due to electrostatic discharge!

CAAUION  
Only for connecting a protective earth conductor (PE).

CAAUION  
Only for connecting a shield conductor.

 NTICCE The term  NTICCE marks important notes and helpful tips.

CEEample The term CEEample marks an eEample.

  The square marks an instruction or a prompt for action. Perform this step.

 � The triangle marks an event or the result of a preceding action.

 � The black triangle is a bullet point for lists or selections.

2.2 Intended use
The WAREMA® LONSE III is used to connect conventional meteorological 
sensors. The device is designed for interior installation. The approval of the 
manufacturer must be obtained for uses outside of the purposes listed here.

WARNINN  
The consequences of unintended use may include personal injuries of the 
operator or of third parties as well as property damages to the unit itself, 
connected devices or moveable mechanical parts of the entire system.

  Therefore, use our product only as intended.
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2.3 Uargeted reader group
These instructions address persons mounting, wiring or connecting the 
LONSE III and all necessary parts. Please contact your specialist dealer if 
you need additional information.

WARNINN  
Mounting, connection, commissioning or operation by insufficiently 
qualified and knowledgeable persons may cause serious damage to the 
system or even personal injuries!

  Mounting and commissioning may therefore only be performed by properly 
trained qualified technicians. These specialists must be able to recognise 
sources of danger that may be caused by the mechanical, electrical or elec-
tronic equipment.

  Persons mounting or connecting the device must know and have understood 
the content of these instructions.

2.4 Retrofitting and 
modifications

We designed and built the device with reliability and safety in mind. All re-
quired settings are made when the unit is first commissioned. Modifications 
to the system parameters are therefore only required when the characteristics 
of the system need to be adjusted, changes are made to the sensor equip-
ment or the device itself is replaced.

WARNINN  
Retrofitting and modifications may impair the safety of the system or 
reduce its effectiveness! Possible consequences may include death, 
serious or light injuries, property damage or environmental damage.

  Therefore, contact us before retrofitting or modifying the system, or before 
changing system parameters, if you cannot find information on the corre-
sponding topic in the LONSE III documentation. This is the only way to en-
sure trouble-free retrofitting/modification.
Contact our hotline or your specialist dealer if you are not sure - we will be 
glad to assist you.
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2.5 Mounting, connection 
and repairs

 ANNER  
Danger to life through electrical voltage!

  Connecting, maintenance or repair work on the electrical parts of the entire 
system must only be performed when power to the system has been cut off, 
unless otherwise described. The system must be sufficiently secured against 
unauthorised and inadvertent reactivation.

  If measuring or testing activities need to be carried out on the active unit, ex-
isting safety and accident prevention regulations must be observed under all 
circumstances. 

  Make sure to always use suitable electrical tools.

WARNINN  
States of danger, malfunctions and property damage to the unit may 
be arise from improperly eEecuted mounting, connection, repair or 
maintenance work!

  Such work may only be carried out by the service department or by author-
ised qualified specialists.

  Only use such spare/replacement parts for maintenance or repair work as 
have been approved by the manufacturer of the system. 

WARNINN  
Dangerous situations, malfunctions and property damage to the system 
may arise when connections are cut during operation! All connections are 
required for proper operation of the device.

  Therefore, switch off the entire system before attaching or detaching connect-
ing lines.

The following documents are available on the LONSE III:

 � Installation instructions

 � WAREMA LONSE III software manual (art. no.: 890 421)
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2.6 Additional documents
The following document is available in addition to these instructions:

Document  umber

WAREMA LONSE III software manual 890 421

2.7 Maintenance
There are no parts within the device that require maintenance.

2.8 Liability
Failure to comply with the product information in these instructions and use 
of the device in a manner that contravenes its intended use and purpose 
may result in the manufacturer refusing to honour warranty claims for product 
damage. In this case, liability for consequential harm to persons or damage 
to property will also be excluded. Follow also the instructions in the operating 
manual of your sun shading system. The automatic or manual operation of 
the sun shading system when iced over, and use of the sun shading system 
during severe weather, may cause damage and must be prevented by the 
user by taking suitable precautions. 

 NTICCE The device meets the requirements for use in domestic and business premi-
ses.
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3 Installation
This chapter will tell you where and how the individual components must be 
installed.

WARNINN  
Hazardous conditions and malfunctions are possible! The device and its 
auEiliary components may only be operated when installed and at the 
specified installation locations. Malfunctions or dangerous system states 
may occur if this is neglected. In any case, any guarantee or warranty 
claim then becomes void.

Follow the points below in the order given:

  First determine where the individual components are to be installed. Refer 
to the specifications in Chapter 4.1 on page 17 and in the sensor data 
sheets.

  Then determine which cables are required to connect the components with 
one another. Use the instructions given in Chapter 5 on page 19. 

  Lay the required lines. It is advisable to use conduits.

  Install and wire the individual components.

  Check the wiring before switching on the power supply.

  Then perform the commissioning as described in the WAREMA LONSE III 
software manual (890 421). 

Check that the connected sensors are functioning properly.

 � Check that the values measured for the temperature, humidity, wind direction 
and brightness are plausible.

 � Test whether the DCF77 time signal is being received.

 � Check that the wind speed measurement changes when the vane is turned.

 � Activate the precipitation sensor and check whether the network variable in-
dicates precipitation. (Wet the sensor surface with water or interrupt the light 
barrier several times; follow the instructions in the sensor documentation.)

WARNINN  
CElectrical equipment must be mounted in an easily accessible location 
(VDCE 0100).
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3.1 Mounting the device
The device is designed for installation in a distributor or for surface-mounted 
installation. It is to be mounted in a dry and readily accessible location. The 
device absolutely must not be mounted outdoors and must not be subjected 
to direct sunlight.

3.1.1  istributor installation
Please observe the cable types recommended in the wiring diagrams.
When installing the device in a distributor, it must be mounted on a symmetri-
cal DIN rail (35 mm as per DIN EN 50022).

The minimum clearance between the terminals and another object equals 10 
mm. 

The device can be mounted by simply clipping it onto the DIN rail.

Fig. 1 LONSE III in a 9 HP DIN rail-mounted housing
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157 mm / 9 TE
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Fig. 2 Dimensions of DIN rail-mounted housing
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3.1.2 Surface mounting
Please observe the cable types recommended in the wiring diagrams.

Fig. 3 LONSE III in a surface-mounted housing

3 ‒ 4 mm

158 mm

119 mm

132 mm

180 mm

60 mm

Fig. 4 Dimensions of surface-mounted housing
Opening the terminal covers

To open, insert a slotted screw driver (recommendation: 3.0 - 4.0 mm blade) 
into the respective cover opening (see Fig. 4) and carefully pry the folding 
cover open. Repeat the procedure for the second opening of the cover. The 
cover can be raised when both catches have been released. The second 
cover can be opened in the same manner. 
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3.2 Mounting the sensors
Sensor Function/connection Installation Setting
Photo (8 inputs)
"Photo" sensor 
(type III)
Art. no. 623 002

This is used, for example, for the light-dependent 
control of sun shading products.Up to 8 individual 
photo sensors can be connected to the sensor unit. 

Mounted on a fixing bracket or photo sen-
sor mounting set, attached to the facade on 
the outside. Additional information on moun-
ting can be found in the sensor operating 
and installation instructions.

Encoding 
switch S2_1 to 
OFF
S2_2 to OFF
S2_3 to OFF
S2_4 to OFF
S2_5 to OFF
S2_6 to OFF
S2_7 to OFF
S2_8 to OFF

Heated photo 
sensor 
Art. no. 623 067

This is used, for example, for the light-dependent 
control of sun shading products.Up to 8 individual 
photo sensors can be connected to the sensor unit. 

Mounted on a fixing bracket or photo sen-
sor mounting set, attached to the facade on 
the outside. Additional information on moun-
ting can be found in the sensor operating 
and installation instructions.

Encoding 
switch S2_1 to 
OFF
S2_2 to OFF
S2_3 to OFF
S2_4 to OFF
S2_5 to OFF
S2_6 to OFF
S2_7 to OFF
S2_8 to OFF

180° photo sen-
sor 
Art. no. 623 016

The 180° photo sensor enables the light-dependent 
control of sun shading products. It can be connec-
ted to the 3 photo inputs.

Attach the sensors outdoors at a readily 
accessible but raised location. Mount the 
sensor using the supplied mounting bracket.
Additional information on mounting can be 
found in the sensor operating and installation 
instructions.

Encoding 
switch S2_1 
to ON
S2_2 to ON
S2_3 to ON
S2_4 to ON

180° wind/photo 
sensor 
Art. no. 623 079

The 180° wind/photo sensor enables the light-
dependent control of sun shading products. It can 
be connected to the 3 photo inputs.

The unit is mounted on the wall using a 
support bracket or, alternatively, on an opti-
onally available pole. Mount the sensor at a 
readily accessible but raised location where 
the wind is not blocked and where shade is 
not caused by buildings or plants. Additional 
mounting information can be found in the 
sensor operating and installation instructions.

Encoding 
switch S2_1 
to ON
S2_2 to ON
S2_3 to ON
S2_4 to ON

"Wind/photo/ra-
dio clock" sensor
Art. no. 623 021

The wind/photo/radio clock sensor is a combined 
sensor. It enables the light- and wind-dependent 
control of sun shading products. It is connected to 
the 4 photo inputs. In addition, a radio clock recei-
ver is integrated in the sensor.

Attach the sensors outdoors at a readily 
accessible but raised location. Mount the 
sensor using the supplied mounting bracket. 
Additional information on mounting can be 
found in the sensor operating and installation 
instructions.

Encoding 
switch S2_1 
to ON
S2_2 to ON
S2_3 to ON
S2_4 to ON

Photo/radio clock 
sensor
Art. no. 623 043

As for the wind/photo/radio clock sensor, but wit-
hout wind measurement

As for wind/photo/radio clock Encoding 
switch S2_1 
to ON
S2_2 to ON
S2_3 to ON
S2_4 to ON

Solar radiation (1 input)
Solar radiation 
sensor

Art. no. 
2016 234

Solar radiation sensor (measuring device for the 
measurement of solar irradiation and temperature). 
Incident radiation and temperature is converted into 
a proportional output value.  
In the angle of elevation and in the azimuth, the 
same direction-dependent sensitivity is reached as 
with solar panels. By using these neutral sensor 
elements, a correlation with all solar collector tech-
nologies is possible.
The temperature output cannot be connected to the 
Sensor Interface because the sensor only emits an 
analogue signal. 

Mounted, for example, using a fixing bracket 
outside on the facade.  
Additional mounting information can be 
found in the sensor operating and installati-
on instructions.

No settings 
required
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Sensor Function/connection Installation Setting
Wind (3 inputs)
Wind sensor 
(type 3H)
Art. no. 628 003

The type 3H sensor records the wind speed and for-
wards the measured values to the sensor unit. The 
sensor is contained in a robust, die-cast enclosure 
that can be heated to prevent ice formation in winter. 
An external power supply unit is required for heating 
the sensor. A preassembled line (5 m in length) with 
a connection is available to simplify connection of 
the sensor.

The sensor is mounted on a stand pipe. If a 
"wind direction" sensor is mounted as well, 
the sensors should be mounted in close 
proximity. Additional mounting information 
can be found in the sensor operating and 
installation instructions.

No settings 
required*

180° wind/photo 
sensor 
Art. no. 623 079

The 180° wind/photo sensor enables the light-
dependent control of sun shading products. It can 
be connected to the 3 photo inputs.

Attach the sensors outdoors at a readily 
accessible but raised location. Mount the 
sensor using the supplied mounting bracket. 
Additional information on mounting can be 
found in the sensor operating and installation 
instructions.

No settings 
required*

Wind/photo  
sensor

(1 facade)
Art. no. 623 133
(with 3 m line)
Art. no. 623 134
(with 10 m line)

The sensor is connected to a sun shading control 
system and enables the wind or light-dependent
control of sun shading products such as
awnings or external venetian blinds.

Install the sensor using the mounting 
bracket supplied, or, alternatively, on a pole.
Attach the sensors outdoors at a readily 
accessible but raised location e.g. on the 
facade of a building  to be monitored.
For sun shading systems above a  facade 
side, the sensor must be  aligned so that 
the middle photo diode is facing in the 
same direction as the sun shading system.
The sensor must be mounted in an upright 
position with a maximum inclination of ±2°.

Additional mounting information can be 
found in the sensor operating and installa-
tion instructions.

Encoding 
switch S2_2 to 
OFF, S2_4 to 
OFF

"Wind/photo/ra-
dio clock" sensor
Art. no. 623 021

The sensor records the wind speed and forwards 
the measured values to the sensor unit.

The unit is mounted on the wall using a 
support bracket or, alternatively, on an opti-
onally available pole. Mount the sensor at a 
readily accessible but raised location where 
the wind is not blocked and where shade is 
not caused by buildings or plants. Additio-
nal mounting information can be found in the 
sensor operating and installation instructions.

No settings 
required*

Wind direction (1 input)
Wind direction 
sensor
Art. no. 623 048

The sensor is used to measure the wind direction. 
In general, the wind meters should measure the 
wind conditions over a broad area. To obtain com-
parable values for the ground wind, measurements 
should be taken at a height of 10 meters on level, 
undisturbed terrain. Undisturbed terrain means 
that the distance between the sensor and obstac-
les should be at least ten times the height of the 
obstacle. If this requirement cannot be met, the 
wind direction meter should be erected at a height 
in which the measurement values are affected as 
little as possible by the local obstacles (approx. 6 
– 10 m above the level of the disturbance). On flat 
roofs, the wind direction meter should be erected 
in the middle of the roof instead of at the edges to 
avoid preferential directions.

The sensor is mounted on a stand pipe. If a 
"wind" sensor is mounted as well, the sen-
sors should be mounted in close proximity. 
Additional mounting information can be 
found in the sensor operating and installati-
on instructions.

No settings 
required*
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Sensor Function/connection Installation Setting
Nutside temperature (1 input)
Humidity and 
temperature 
sensor
Art. no. 623 047

The temperature is evaluated by means of a tempe-
rature-dependent precision resistance.

The temperature and humidity sensor must 
be mounted in a location that is representa-
tive for climate measurements. The sensor 
must be mounted in such a manner as 
to avoid the penetration of water into the 
sensor. Dew and sprayed water do not da-
mage the sensor. In addition, the operating 
voltages should be kept at the correct levels 
and the sensor should be well ventilated. 
Deviations can lead to measurement errors 
(e.g. due to warming of the sensor). Addi-
tional mounting information can be found 
in the sensor operating and installation 
instructions.

No settings 
required*

Temperature sen-
sor, outside
Art. no. 628 029

The temperature is evaluated by means of a tempe-
rature-dependent precision resistance.

Mounted in the same manner as the tem-
perature and humidity sensor (art. no. 
623 047)

No settings 
required*

Precipitation (1 input)
Precipitation (ca-
pacitive) sensor
Art. no. 1002 325

A switch signal is triggered by the precipitation 
sensor in the event of precipitation in the form of 
drizzle, rain, hail or snow. The switching threshold of 
the device is factory-set to a typical value and can 
be adjusted by the user after commissioning to the 
requirements of the sun shading product and the 
local climatic conditions. When the sensor surface 
is dry, the switch signal is cancelled after an adjus-
table switch-off delay. The sensor surface is heated, 
which prevents triggering in high air humidity and 
ice formation in negative temperatures. After the 
sensor surface has detected precipitation, it quickly 
dries again because of the heating.

Mount the sensor using the enclosed fixing 
material at an easily accessible location 
near your sun shading system. For best 
results, the orientation of the sensor should 
be as northerly as possible. Furthermore, 
the precipitation must be able to hit the 
sensor surface from any direction without 
interference.

No settings 
required*

"Precipitation" 
sensor (infrared)
Art. no. 623 045

The sensor is used to measure precipitation in the 
form of drizzle, rain, hail or snow. The precipitation 
is detected via an IR light barrier system. A drop 
interrupts the light barrier and triggers a signal in 
the downstream electronics. The precipitation cau-
ses a relay to be switched whose floating contacts 
can be used to inform the connected sensor unit 
of the precipitation. For extreme weather conditions 
the device is equipped with heating. The heating 
keeps the enclosure cover at a temperature >0 °C 
to prevent the accumulation of ice and snow. The 
power supply for the heating is provided by a sepa-
rate power supply unit.

The sensor is delivered with fixing material 
and is suitable for wall and pole mounting. 
Additional mounting information can be 
found in the sensor operating and installati-
on instructions.

No settings 
required*
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Sensor Function/connection Installation Setting
Relative humidity (1 input)
Humidity and 
temperature 
sensor
Art. no. 623 047

A capacitive humidity sensor converts the current 
humidity value to an electrical signal. 
The temperature is evaluated by means of a tempe-
rature-dependent precision resistance.
The high quality design and the weather and radia-
tion protection guarantee a high level of resistance 
to weather influences and very high precision in 
data collection.

The temperature and humidity sensor must 
be mounted in a location that is representa-
tive for climate measurements. The sensor 
must be mounted in such a manner as 
to avoid the penetration of water into the 
sensor. Dew and sprayed water do not da-
mage the sensor. In addition, the operating 
voltages should be kept at the correct levels 
and the sensor should be well ventilated. 
Deviations can lead to measurement errors 
(e.g. due to warming of the sensor). Addi-
tional mounting information can be found 
in the sensor operating and installation 
instructions.

No settings 
required*

Radio clock signal DCF77 (1 input)
"Wind/photo/ra-
dio clock" sensor
Art. no. 623 021
or
Photo/radio clock 
sensor
Art. no. 623 043

The radio clock receiver is used to receive the 
DCF77 time telegrams. To ensure that there is radio 
reception, check the radio reception prior to the 
final installation of the DCF77 module. Correct radio 
clock reception can only be verified by evaluating 
the corresponding network variables. Refer to the 
associated interface description. If the time does 
not set itself within 5 minutes after commissioning, 
there is no radio reception. Change the location of 
the receiver aerial and repeat the commissioning 
procedure.
The status LED on the LONSE III flashes at the rate 
of the incoming time signals. If the LED does not 
flash, the DCF77 reception is strongly disturbed.
If the status LED lights up continuously, the DCF77 
signal was evaluated successfully.

As in all radio receiver systems, the radio 
clock receiver DCF77 can be subject to 
certain reception limitations and transmissi-
on disturbances. If the product is installed 
outside of the Central European time zone 
or in areas with limited radio reception, the 
DCF77 signal may not be received. Note 
the information in the associated operating 
and installation instructions.

No settings 
required*

*  ote the settings in the plug-in; see also the WARCEMA LN SCE III software manual
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4 Connection

4.1 Connection 
information

WARNINN  
In a permanently routed installation, there must be an in-series 
disconnecting and isolating device to separate the device from the supply 
voltage (switch according to CE  60335-1, Section 25.2, e.g. circuit breaker).

A screw driver size 1 and 0 is needed to tighten the terminals. Electric screw 
drivers may not be used.

230 V AC lines (power lines) should not be routed between the DIN rail and 
rear wall but to one side at as great a distance as possible.

The external +15 V voltage supplied by the device are intended for sensors 
only.

Do not supply heating units in sensors with power via LN SCE III. Use a 
separate voltage source.

The specified lines are recommendations. The operator or installer is respon-
sible for compliance with the public utility provider regulations and the VDE 
regulations according to VDE 0022.

The wiring specified in the cable diagrams is for minimum cross sections in 
copper, taking no account of the length and the resulting voltage drops.

The relevant VDE regulations must be followed when routing lines outdoors. 
Furthermore, the lines must be suitable for outdoor use.

Conventional low-voltage cables (e.g. JY(St)Y) are normally used for switch, 
sensor and network lines. This is usually sufficient regarding EMC interferenc-
es. Optimal protection against EMC interference is provided by high-quality 
lines with braided shields and tightly twisted cable pairs. The longer the line, 
the greater the susceptibility toward interference.

The distance to high-voltage power lines must be at least 20 cm; parallel 
routing to lines carrying mains voltage must be avoided. The insulation volt-
age between shielding and wires must be > 2.5 kV. The lines should be 
routed in one piece.

If unexpected disturbances arise due to strong external EMC influences, the 
shielding of the sensor and external push button lines can be experimentally 
connected to the 0 V terminals (earth).

If disturbances continue to arise due to strong external EMC influences, un-
used inputs can experimentally be connected to earth.

WARNINN  
The electrical installation must be performed by a certified electrician 
in accordance with the electrical installation regulations published 
by the German Association for CElectrical, CElectronic and Information 
Technologies (VDCE 0100) or the standards and legal requirements of the 
country in which the device is to be installed. 
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4.2 Setting up the inputs
Depending on the "Photo" sensor in use, it may be necessary to change the 
photo inputs from voltage loop to current loop. This can be achieved using 
the S2 encoding switches. The inputs are set to voltage loop at the factory 
(all encoding switches are set to the OFF position).
The device has two different current loops.

 � The photo inputs 1-4 are for connecting WAREMA sensors such as the 
"Wind/photo/radio clock" sensor.

 � The photo inputs 5-8 are for connecting sensors with 0-20 mA outputs.

 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8

ON

          S2:
3 0V 15V 4 0V 15V  0V   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 

Fig. 5 Encoding switch

CEncoding switch*
Photo 1

S2 1 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III
Wind/photo/radio clock or photo/radio clock 
photo input
Photo 2

S2 2 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III
Wind/photo/radio clock or photo/radio clock 
photo input
Photo 3

S2 3 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III
Wind/photo/radio clock or photo/radio clock 
photo input
Photo 4

S2 4 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III
Wind/photo/radio clock or photo/radio clock 
photo input
Photo 5

S2 5 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III
0-20 mA input
Photo 6

S2 6 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III
0-20 mA input
Photo 7

S2 7 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III
0-20 mA input
Photo 8

S2 8 OFF
ON

0-10 V input, e.g. photo type III

0-20 mA input
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5 Wiring diagrams
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Fig. 6 All connections at a glance
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Terminal 
strip Terminal  ame Comment

Wind direction (1 input)

X6
6 15 V

0...10 V7

Relative humidity (1 input)

X6
8 0...10 V

9 0 V
Photo 1 - 8 encoding switch

S2

1

( 1)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON
Wind/photo/radio clock 
or photo/radio clock pho-
to input

2

( 2)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON
Wind/photo/radio clock 
or photo/radio clock pho-
to input

3

( 3)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON
Wind/photo/radio clock 
or photo/radio clock pho-
to input

4

( 4)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON
Wind/photo/radio clock 
or photo/radio clock pho-
to input

5

( 5)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON 0-20 mA input
6

( 6)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON 0-20 mA input
7

( 7)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON 0-20 mA input
8

( 8)

OFF 0-10 V input, e.g. photo 
type III

ON 0-20 mA input
Display of DCF77 reception

Status LED
LED is off No DCF77 reception
LED fla-

shes once 
a second

DCF77 signal is being 
received

LED lights 
up conti-
nuously

DCF77 signal was suc-
cessfully read in

LED fla-
shes irre-
gularly

Poor DCF77 reception

LN  service LCED and service push button

Service S1
Service LED

LON service push button
LON service LED

LN 

X10
A LON connection
B LON connection

Terminal 
strip Terminal  ame Comment

Precipitation (1 input)

X1
1 0 V

Digital max. 1 kHz
2

Radio clock signal DCF77 (1 input)

X1
3

Digital max. 1 kHz
4 15 V

X1 5 Not assigned
Power supply (4 outputs)

X1

6 0 V

LONSE III power supply
7 0 V
8 24 V
9 24 V

Photo (8 inputs)

X2

1 0 V

2 4

3 3
4 15 V

X2 5 Not assigned

X2

6 0 V

7 2

8 1
9 15 V

X3

1 0 V

2 8

3 7
4 15 V

X3 5 Not assigned

X3

6 0 V

7 6

8 5
9 15 V

Wind (3 inputs)

X5

1 15 V

Digital max. 1 kHz

2 1

3 2
4 0 V
5 15 V

6 3
Digital and key switch input

X5

7 Digital input

8 0 V

9 Key switch input

Nutside temperature (1 input)

X6
1 15 V

0...10 V
2

Solar radiation (1 input)

X6
3 0...10 V

4 0 V
5 Not assigned
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 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8

ON

       S2:          Status Service   X10:LON
15V   0V         1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  LED   S1 LED A B

Input from previous 
component

LONWORKS®-networkLONWORKS®-network

Output to next 
component

JY(St)Y 2x2x0.8mm ø

Fig. 7 LONWORKS network connection

 24V 24V 0V 0V  15V   
         X1:

Supply line provided by customer
24 V DC NYM-J 3G1,5 mm2

Caution! The supply voltage of 24V DC must be 
SELV voltage in accordance with VDE 0805 or EN 
60950. The maximum length of the supply line is
30 m. Note the voltage drop diagram.

0 V

+24 V DC

Fig. 8 Power supply connection
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LONSE III

 15V  0V

Onsite 
junction box

JY(St)Y 2x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

Sensor
Photo Type III

+

T

4xAWG 24C UL black*

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

P
ho

to

Fig. 9 Connection of photo sensor type III (art. no. 623 043)
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*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

N L1

JY(St)Y2x2x0.8mmø

Supply line
230V AC

L
N

NYM-J 3x1.5 mm2H05RR-F4G0.75mm2 bk

+ -+ -

max. line length 200 m**

8xAWG 26C UL black*

Onsite
junction box

Power supply unit 
for sensor 

Sensor
Photo heated

1 2 3 4 5 6

+ -

LONSE III

 15V  0V

P
ho

to

Fig. 10 Connection of heated photo sensor (art. no 623 067)
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Sensor
Photo (180°)

P
ho

to
 1

P
ho

to
 2

P
ho

to
 3

+1
2V

 D
C

Onsite
junction box

JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

4xAWG24C UL black*

max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

 15V       1          2   0V         15V       3     4   0V   

Fig. 11  Connection of 180° photo sensor  
(art. no. 623 016)

 NTICCE:  The inputs can be  
changed via the S2 enco-
ding switch (see Chapter 
4.2 on page 18)

Sensor
Wind/Photo (180°)

w
in

d

0VP
ho

to
 1

+1
2V

 D
C

LONSE III

 15V          1            0V       1                

Onsite 
junction box

JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø

4xAWG24C UL black*

max. line length 200 m**

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

Fig. 12  Connection of 180° wind/photo sensor  
(art. no. 623 079)

 NTICCE:  The inputs can be  
changed via the S2 enco-
ding switch (see Chapter 
4.2 on page 18)
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Sensor
Wind/Photo/Radio Clock

re
d

bl
ac

k eulb
egnaro

77F
C

D
dni

w

V21+V0

1 otohP
2 otohP
3 otohP
4 otohP

8xAWG CUL black*

Onsite
junction box

JY(St)Y 4x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

     1     2     3     4 1  0V 15V

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

br
ow

n

gr
ee

n
ye

llo
w

vi
ol

et

Fig. 13  Connection of the wind/photo/radio clock sensor  
(art. no. 623 021) 

 NTICCE:  The inputs can be  
changed via the S2 enco-
ding switch (see Chapter 
4.2 on page 18)

Sensor
Photo/Radio clock

re
en

g
eulb

egnaro
77F

C
D

V21+V0

1 otohP
2 otohP
3 otohP
4 otohP

8xAWG CUL black*

Onsite
junction box

JY(St)Y 4x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

     1     2     3     4  0V 15V

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

(UV-resistant)

kcalb
w

n
orb re
d le

t
oiv ye
llo

w

Fig. 14  Connection of the photo/radio clock sensor  
(art. no. 623 043)

 NTICCE:  The inputs can be  
changed via the S2 enco-
ding switch (see Chapter 
4.2 on page 18)
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Sensor
Solar Radiation

Te
m

p

0V+1
5V

0V

Versor-
gung

8xAWG 26 CUL black*

JY (St) Y 2x2x0,8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

ϑ

Onsite 
junction box

Sensor 
Interface

 24V  0V

***

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line
*** Insert bridge

0V

1 2 3 4 5 6

Sensor 
Interface

 15V  0V

Fig. 15  Connection of the solar radiation sensor  
(art. no. 2016 234)
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Sensor
Wind (Type 3H)

w
in

d
24

V 
~

24
V 

~

+0V

8xAWG 26 CUL black*

5 4 3 2 1

*A preassembled line (5 m in length) with a 
connection is available to simplify 
connection of the sensor.
Art.-No.: 634 082

Onsite 
junction box

JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

Power supply unit 
for heating
"wind"

N L1

Supply line
230V AC

L
N

NYM-J 3x1.5 mm2 H05RR-F4G0.75mm2 bk

LONSE III

 15V  0V*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

Fig. 16 Connection of the wind sensor type 3H (art. no. 628 003) with power supply unit
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Wind/Photo
sensor (1 Facade)

on-site junction box
(for line extension)

re
d

ye
llo

w

bl
ac

k

br
ow

n

gr
ee

n

or
an

ge
Ph

ot
o 

1

0V W
in

d

Ph
ot

o 
2

Ph
ot

o 
3

+1
2V

 D
C

Photo 3Photo 1Photo 2

Onsite
junction box

JY(St)Y 4x2x0,8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

1 This input must always be connected for the 
dawn/dusk control to work properly.

   15V       3        2       1    0V    1

Fig. 17 Connection of the "wind/photo" sensor (1 facade) (art.no. 623 133 / 623 134 with connecting line 3 m / 10 m)
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JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

 15V  0V

Sensor
Wind direction

D
ire

ct
io

n
24

V 
~

24
V 

~

+0V

Heating
20W

Li Y CY 6x0.25mm2

Onsite
junction box

Power supply unit 
for heating
"wind"

N L1

Supply line
230V AC

L
N

NYM-J 3x1.5 mm2 H05RR-F4G0.75mm2 bk

5 4 3 2 1

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

Fig. 18 Connection of the wind direction sensor  (art. no. 623 048) 
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Sensor
Temperatur

Te
m

p.

-+

T

4xAWG 26C UL black*

Onsite
junction box

ϑ

***

JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

 15V  0V

*    Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**   for twisted pair line 
*** Insert bridge

Fig. 19  Connection of the temperature sensor (outside) 
(art. no. 628 029)

Sensor
Temperature/Humidity

Te
m

p
0V+ H

um
id

ity
0V 0V

Supply

8xAWG 26 CUL black*

Onsite
junction box

JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

ϑ %F
rel

LONSE III

 15V                 0V 15V           0V   

***

*    Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**   for twisted pair line
***  Insert bridge

Fig. 20  Connection of the temperature and humidity sensor (out-
side) (art. no. 623 047)

 NTICCE:  The sensor specification 
enables operation with a 
supply voltage of 15 V.
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Onsite 
junction box

Sensor
Precipitation (capacitive)

+ -

Power supply unit 
for precipitation" sensor

N L1

Supply line
230V AC

L
N

NYM-J 3x1.5 mm2H05RR-F4G0.75mm2 bk

4xAWG 24C UL bk*

JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

   0V

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

Fig. 21  Connection of the capacitive precipitation sensor (art. no. 1002 325) 
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Onsite
junction box

Sensor
Precipitation (infrared)

+ -

Power supply unit for
sensor precipitation

N L1

Supply line
230V AC

L
N

NYM-J 3x1.5 mm2H05RR-F4G0.75mm2 bk

4xAWG 24C UL bk*

JY (St) Y 2x2x0.8 mmø
max. line length 200 m**

LONSE III

   0V

*   Recommended line type when routing outdoors
**  for twisted pair line

Fig. 22 Connection of the precipitation sensor (infrared) (art. no. 623 045)
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6 Uechnical data
LN SCE III Min. Typ. MaE. Unit

24 V DC ± 10 % power supply

Supply voltage 21.60 24 26.4 V DC

Power consumption  
without sensors

0.86 1.4 W

 umber of sensors

Analogue 0-10 V /  
wind/photo/radio clock

4 Pieces

Analogue 0-10 V/0-20 mA 4 Pieces

Analogue 0-10 V 4 Pieces

Digital 7 Pieces

Sensor output

Supply voltage, analogue 15 V DC

Supply current, overall 0 250 mA

Supply voltage, digital 15 V DC

Supply current, overall 0 250 mA

Sensor input

Analogue voltage 0 10 V DC

Analogue current 0 20 mA

CEnclosure

Dimensions See Figs. 3-2 and 3-4

Degree of protection/safety class

DIN rail-mounted housing IP30

Surface-mounted housing IP40 with cable seals

Safety class III

Connection

Sensor Screwed terminals 0.14...2.5 mm2

Power supply Screwed terminals 0.14...2.5 mm2

LonWorks network Plug-in terminals 0.6...0.8 ∅

Miscellaneous

Automatic operation Type 1

Software class A

Location of use Clean ambient conditions

Conformity

Ambient conditions

Operating temperature -20 20 +55 °C

Storage temperature -20 60 °C

Rel. humidity 
(non-condensing)

10 40 85 %RH

Article number

LONSE III REG
LONSE III AP

1002 795
1002 796
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WAREMA Renkhoff SE
Hans-Wilhelm-Renkhoff-Strasse 2
97828 Marktheidenfeld/Main, Germany

http://www.warema.de  info@warema.de
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